
No.669 SCREW PROGRAMMED 
,DIGlTAL COMMUNICATOR 

‘GENERAL INFORMATION: 

The 669 Digital Communicator transmits coded messages over the telephone system to the 
Ademco 660 Digital Receiver located at a central monitoring station. Special leased 
lines are not required, 

The 669 may be owered by a low cost 6 V. dry .battery (Ademco Nos. 460 or 866) or a 
%r rechargeable 6 V . filtered power supply (Ademco Recharge-A-Packs Nos. 96, 97, 492, 

493, 497). The No. 89 pack may not be used. It may be triggered from any alarm con- 
trol or other equipment that has a 6 to 12 V. DC output or normally open dry contacts. 

The 669 has 3 sending channels plus a test channel. These can be used for a variety 
of purposes. Most often, the first channel is used to transmit a fire message, the ~ 
second to send a burglar alarm message,,and the third to transmit a “panic” alarm or 
holdup. Any of these channels can also be used to monitor other functions such as 
freezers, oil burners, building temperature, machine operations, etc. The test channel 
transmits a distinctive message whenever the system is tested, or it may be used as a 
fourth monitoring channel. The test channel may also be used for transmitting a number 
of special messages (Abort, Opening and Closing Signals, Restore Signal) as described 
below under “Additional Features and Information”. 

OPERATION: 

Whenever a channet is activated, transm 
as fol lows: 

ission to the central monitoring station occurs 

1. First, the 669 checks for d’ial tone on the telephone line. If dial tone is detected, 
the 669 immediately and automatically dials the preprogrammed telephone number of 
the central monitoring station. 

2. The probability of immediate dial tone detection is high, but if a dial tone is 
not detected within a few seconds, the 669 will disconnect itself from the phone 
line. After waiting just long enough to disconnect any iilcoming calls which might 
interfere with dialing (anti-jam... in most localities), the 669 will reconnect to 
the telephone Ilne. if a dial tone is then detected, the unit will dial out immedi- 
ately. If a dial tone is not detected within a few seconds,,the 669 will dial any- 

.way, on the assumption that the connection may be good even though the dial tone is 
not clear. 

3. When connection is made with the central monitoring receiver, a “handshake” tone 
(acknowledgment) is sent over the telephone lines by the Receiver to the 669. This 
“handshake” confirms, to the 669, that connection has been completed to the receiver. 
If a “handshake” is not received, the 669 will hang up and try to dial again. 
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4. Upon receipt of the “handshake” tone, the 669 wi I I start transmitting its message. 
In less than 5 seconds, the message, consisting of a 3 digit customer identification 
number, and a 1 digit alarm identification number (burglary, fire, panic, freezer 
temperature, etc.1 is sent. 

Since faulty phone lines can distort the numbers, the 669 sends the message up to 
4 times while the receiver compares each message with the one before it. As soon 
as the 660 Receiver detects 2 successive identica,l messages, it considers the trans- 
mission “validrr and sends a “kiss-off” code (shutdown) to the Communicator. 

If the 669 .does not receive the “kiss-off1 code by the time it has sent its message 
four times, it hangs up and dials again. 

5: In the event that either the “handshake” or the “kiss-off” is not received,. the 
Communicator hangs up and tries again. If necessary, the 669 w i I I make 10 attempts 
to reach the central monitoring station. If after 10 attempts the Communicator can- 
not make contact, or recei \R the “kiss-off” signal, it will shut down and stop dial- 
ing. This 10 attempt shut down may be eliminated by cutting a jumper wire on the 
Commun i ca.tor . With this “unlimited attempt” option selected, the 669 will keep 
dialing until: (11 contact is made with the central monitoring station (2) the 669 
is turned off by momentarily removing power (3) the battery is depleted. 

To permit transmission to less sophisticated receivers manufactured by others which 
do not have. the “kiss-off ” (message validation and shutdown) capability, the 669 
can be changed so that once “handshake” has been received, the unit will simply send 
4 messages and then shut down without waiting for “kiss-off”. This change is 
easily made by cutting a jumper wire. 

used to check the operation of the entire 
ivated from the No. 664 Test Button, the 
and message transmission routines except 
monitoring station that a test is being 
on the Test Button will light. If the nor- 

mal sequence of dialing, “handshake” and f1kiss-off’1 occurs, the LED on the No. 664 
will go out indicating that a successful test has occurred. 

ADDITIONAL FEATURES AND INFORMATION . 

TEST: The special test channel of the 669 is 
transmission and receiving system. When act 
Communicator performs all its normal dialing 
St sends a special code 9 to indicate to the 
performed, During testing, an LED indicator 

ABORT: At the installer’s option, the 669 can be wired in either the abort or non-abort 
mode simply by positioning a lead on the printed circuit board. 

In the abort mode, if the alarm system triggering the 669 is reset prior to “handshake”, 
the.message is cancelled and no transmission will occur. If the alarm system is reset 
after “handshake” but before “kiss-off” has occurred, a code 9 wi I I be transmitted to 
the monitoring station, instead of the alarm code. 

In the non-abort mode, once the 669 is activated, the message cannot be canaelled. 

The abort feature is available only on channels A and 6. 

RESTORE SIGNAL: A restore signal indicates to the central monitoring station that the 
alann system on the premises has been reset after an alarm has been transmitted. The 
programming of this feature is optional, is only available on Channel B, and can easily 
by progranuned by positioning 2 jumpers on the printed circuit board. 
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LINE SEIZURE: L.ine seizure .Is a bud It-in featuie of the 669. This feature wt I I auto- 
matically disconnect all telepoones in tne .protected premises ,wnenever the 669 is acti- :n, 
vated . This ,permits the 669 to send its ‘emqgency message without risk of interrup-tfon. 
The I ine seizure .feature .aIso keeps the Communicator normally isolated from the teI.ei 
phone Ifne to protect it from voltage surges caused by I-ightnlng, phone line testing 
and other transients. 

OPENING AND ‘CLOSING SIGNALS: These signa I s may be transmitted by using the Test capa.- 
bility of the 669. Using the 664 Test Button, the subscriber may manually signal the 
central monitoring station at a predetermined opening and/or closing Time each day. 
The central monitoring station can then monitor the exact entry and exit of personnel: 
An alarm identi.fication code 9 will normally be displayed along with the 3 digit custo- 
mer identification. For an automatic alternative to depressing the Test 6utton, dn 
open circuit magnetic switch on the entrance door, connected across terminals 6 and 11 
of the 669, will activate both the opening and closing signals. Note : CONTACT ACTION 
SHOULD BE MOMENTARY ONLY. A switch should be used ,to disable thiscontact during the 
day.. 

LOW BATTERY DETECT I ON : An important feature of the 669 is low battery detection. When- 
ever the battery voltage to the 669 drops to 4 V., and the unit is transmitting a test, 
abort, or restore signa I, the usual code 9 will instead be displayed as a code 8 signi- 
fying low battery, If dry ccl 1,s are used, frequent periodic testing is advised. When 
a low battery test code 8 i’s transmitted, the dry battery should be replaced. 

“HOLD” FEATURE : The 669 will function,with Ademco receivers that have multiple tele- 
phone line capability since it can automatically detect the special “holdtr signal that 
these receivers will send when they are busy processing another call. When the receiver 
is ready, the 669 on rlholdrl will be signalled to proceed with its normal transmission. 
If the 669 is not taken off “hold” within approxtmately one minute, it will hang up and 

,-\! 

try to. dial again. 

1NSTALLATIOiV PROCEDURE: 
PROGRAMMING: 

The 669 is easily programmed by placing programming screws, washers and 
priate holes on the printed circu.it board. The programming hardware wi 
separate package inside the cabinet. 

nuts in appro- 
I I be found in a 

The 669 must be programmed with the printed circuit board removed from ,the cabinet. To 
remove the printed circuit board from the cabinet, take out the two screws at the I ower 
edge and pull the lower edge slightly toward you and down. 

The programming area is located at the top right hand corner of the printed circuit board. 
Hold the printed circuit board so that the programming area appears as shown in Figure 1. 
The telephone number for the central monitoring station and the subscriber identification 
number are programmed by using the 14 columns available. The 14 columns are lettered 
“P A B C D E F G H J K W X Yrr respectively. See the explanation of these letters imme- 
diately following Figure 1. 

Located to the right of these coIumns.are three additional columns which are used to pro- 
gram alarm codes for Channels (CH) A, 6 and C. Also, there is a screw to be located at 
the upper right hand corner of the programming area. 
When the FD screw is installed in this posttion , 

This is the llFD’r (Fast Dial 1 screw. -; 
the dia I ing process bypasses pref fx ant 

area code functions thus providing faster dialing to the central monitoring station. T-his 
screw must not be used if a prefix number or an area code is required to dial the central 
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monitoring’ station. When not used, store it (ahd the extra screw provided) in the 
SPARE SCREWS area. 

* 
CAUTION: UNIT WARRANTY MAY BE VOIDED IF PROGRAMMING SCREWS ARE NOT INSERTED AS SHOWN 

IN FIG. 1. DO NOT OVERTIGHTEN AS DAMAGE MAY RESULT TO THE P.C. BOARD. 

= INDICATES 
SCREWS 

CAUTION: Unit Warranty May Be Voided 
If Following lnsructions Are Not Followed 
Important: Hex nut does not touch P. C. 
Board with washers installed s shown. 

Do not overtighten, as damage to F! C. 
Board may result. 

Figure 1 
PROGRAMMING AREA, Showing Programming Screws inserted to dial the Central Moni- 
toring Station (123-4567) with Account No. (890) and Channel A (Alan Code 11, 
Channel B (.AIarm Code 31, Channel C (Alarm Code 2). in this example, Prefix and 
Area Code are not used; therefore the FD Screw is shown installed. 

A,B,C 

D-K 

W,X,Y 

CH A 

CHB 

0 
CH C 

If local requirements specify the use of a prefix number to obtain dial tones, 
use this column and insert a screw, washers and nut in the appropriate numbered 
hole. If not used, insert the screw in the top hole in the column. (Figure 1 
shows a screw in the top row “St1 as no prefix is required in the example shown.) 

To be used for area code when required. If,not used, place screws in the top 
holes of their respective columns. (Figure 1 shows screws in top row “S” as 
no Area Code is required in the example shown.) 

NOTE: In the example shown with “P” and rlA.B.Cr’ in row ‘rSrr (unused 1, screw 
“FD” is therefore also shown installed: If either Prefix or Area Code 
is be’inq used, the FD screw should not be installed, but should be 
stored in one of the SPARE SCREW holes. 

Program the central monitoring station telephone number by’arranging the screws 
and nuts in their proper locations. (Figure 1 shows number 123-4567 programmed.) 

Program the customer’s account number (identification number) by locating the 
screws and nuts in this area. Up to 999 different account numbers can be pro- 
g rammed. (Figure 1 shows account number 890 programmed.) 

The alarm code number for Channel A is programmed in this column. (Figure 1 
shows code 1 programmed. 1 

The alarm code number for Channel B is programmed in this column. (Figure 1 
shows code 3 programmed. 1 , 

The alarm code number for Channel C is programmed 
shows code 2 programmed.) 

in this column. (F igure 1 
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II, * . ...).. 

I 

i 
1 

When two alarms are tripped si’mu 
always takes priority over the h 
tripped on Channel A and a code 

taneously, the numerically lower alarm code 
++: For example, if an a larm code 2 is 

is tripped on Channel 6, the lower code 1 
wil I take priority and send its message. 

We recommend that codes be assigned as follows: 

1. Fire 

2. Hold-up (Panic) 

3. Burglary 

4. 
5. 

1 

As requ i red. 
6. 
7. 

889. Code 8 and 9 should never be assigned as they are preset at the factory and 
reserved for “Test” “Abort” and “Restore” 

If a low bat;ery condition exists, 
. Normal code for these functions 

is 9. the 669 automatically transmits a 
code 8 instead. 

BEFORE REINSTALLING THE PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD IN THE CABINET: 

A. Verify that all screws and nuts are tight. 

B. Make certain that there is only one screw and nut in each column (P,A,B,C, etc). 

C. Mount cabinet. 

D. Carefully reinstall the printed circuit board in the cabinet. Make sure the 
top edge is in its proper slots before replacing the screws removed previously. 

Connections-Channel A 

CHANNEL A CAN BE ACTIVATED IN TWO WAYS: 

1. By a 6-12 V. DC voltaqe input from a control instrument (Fig. 3). 
This method is used when the 669 is connected as a “slave” to an existing 
local alarm. The 669 is connected to the local alarm bell terminals. 

HBell Connection 

I Figure 3 
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a. Connect the positive bell terminal 
from the local alarm control to 
terminal 3. 

b. Connect the negative bell terminal 
to terminal 9. 

C. Cut the Channel A Jumper (brown). 
(See Fig. 2, PC board photo.) 



2 . . By a normally open ‘ldry” contact closure (Fig. 42. In this mode, Channel A 
will activate when it senses the closure of a normally open circuit. 

N.O. 
Contacts 
\Q 

Figure 4 

a. Connect one lead from the norma I I y ! 
open circuit to the (+I 
of the 669’s power supp II 

terminal 
Y- 

b. Connec 
norma I 
on the 

her lead t the ot 
ly open 
669’s t 

circuit to terminal 3 
erminal strip. 

f rom the 

C. Do not cut the Channel A Jumper, 
(brown). This is only cut when a 
voltage input is used. 

OHANNEL A ABORT, NON-ABORT CONNECTIONS: 

If the alarm conditon that has triggered the 669 is reset before the Communi- 
cator has sent its message, the message will be cancelled (aborted) or allowed 
to go through (non-aborted) depending on 
These options may be selected by placing 
post, as shown in the following figures. 

which option the installer has selected. 
the Abort Jumper (black) on the proper 

Channel “K Non-Abort Connection - 
Continuous Signal 

Abort Jumper 
(Black Wire) / 

Q AbortPost n Non-Abort Post 
Figure 5 

Channel X Abort Connection-Con- 
tinuous Signal 

a. 

b. 

.rl! 
:’ 

If the input signal to Channel A is 
continuous, and you do not want 
messages to be aborted, place the 
Channel A Abort Jumper (black) on the 
Non-Abort Post. (Fig. 5) 

If the input signal to Channel A is 
continuous and you DO wish to abort 
messaqes if the alarm system is reset 
quickly, place the Channel A Abort 
Jumper (black) on the Abort Post. 
(Fig. 6) See note below. 

NOTE : If the input s igna I is removed before the 669 receives the “handshake” 
(acknowledge signal) from the receiver, the Communicator will hang up and not 
send any message at all. If the input signal is removed after “handshake”, but 
before rtkiss-offl’, a code 9 message will be sent. 
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Channel X Non-Abort Connection - 
Momentary Signal 

er 

Figlire 7. 

If the input siqnal to Channel A is 
momentary,’ the Non-Abort Post MUST 
be se I ected . The Channel A Abort 
(black) must be placed on the Non- 
Abort Post. (Fig. 7) 

Connect ions - Channel B 

CHANNEL B, LIKE CHANNEL A CAN BE ACTIVATED IN TWO WAYS: 

1. By a 6-12 V. DC voltaqe input from a control instrument (Fiq. 8). 
This method is used when the 669 is used as a “slave” to an existing 
local alarm, 

(-1 Bel I Connection 

Fiaure 8 

2. By, a norma I I y open “dry” contact 
will, activate and transmit upon 
circuit. 

N.O. 
Copact 

a. Connect the positive bell terminal 
from the local alarm control to 
terminal 4. 

b. Connect the negative bell terminal 
to terminal 10. 

c. Cut the Channel B Jumper (orange). 
(See Fig. 2, PC board photo.1 

closure (Fig. 9). In this mode, Channel B 
sensing the closure of a normally open 

a. Connect one lead from the normally 
open circuit to’the (+I terminal of 
the 669’s power supply. 

b. Connect the other lead from the normally 
open circuit to terminal 4 of the 669’s 
terminal strip. 

c. Do not cut the Channel B Jumper 
(orange). This is only cut when a 
vol’tage input is used. 
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CHANNEL 6 ABORT, NQN-ABORT. RESTORE, NON-RESTORE CONNECTIQNS; 

Like Channel A, Channel 6 may be wired for ei’ther abort or non-abort. In addition, 
Channel 6 may also be wired to send a restore signal. When wired for Abort (with 
Restore), an abort occurs if the atarm’ cond’ition is cleared before “handshake” has 
been rece i ved . A code 9 message wili be sent if the input signal is removed after 
“handshake” but before “kiss-off”‘. A restore signal occurs if the alarm condition 
has been removed from the 669 after,the monitoring station has received the full 
a I arm message and “kiss-off” has taken place. The purpose of this restore signal 
is to allow the monitoring station to determine when the alarm condition has been cleared. 

knnel “B” Non-Abort (Non-Restore) Con- 
nection-Continuous Signal 

Restore 
/Jumper 

(White WireJ 

da in!3 

%Z 
~o;wantid Non- 

PC& Ri%P 
Figure 10 
Channel “B” Abort (Non-Restore) Connection - 
Continuous Signal 

~&-t$M.$Per Restore Jumper 

Yfs=%) * (FfT 

ApgT 
ReeF=f Non- 

&St RET 
Figure 11 

Channel “B”Abort (With Restoie)ConnectioM- 
Continu+Js Signal 
Abort Jumper Restore {urnper 

(@co nY’;” 

As 
\E$tpean~ Non- 

Pbst %F 

Figure 12 

a. 

b. 

C. 

:r? 

ff the i’nput signal to Channel 6 is con- 
tinuous and you do not want messages to 
be, aborted, place the Channel 6 Abort 
Jumper (red) on the Restore and Non- 
Abort Post. In this condition, you 
cannot get a restore signal; therefore, 
the Restore Jumper (white) must be 
placed on the Non-Restore Post 
(Fig. IO). 

If the input signal to Channel 6 is 
continuous and you DO wish to abort 
messages if the alarm condition is 
cleared quickly, but you DO NOT want a 
Restore siqnal, place the Channel 6 ,/7 
Abort Jumper (red 1 on the Abort Post 
and leave the Channel 6 Restore Jumper 
(white) on the Non-Restore Post 
(Fig. 11). 

If the input siqnal to Channel 6 is 
continuous and you DO wish to abort 
messages and you DO desire a Restore 
Siqnal, place the Channel 6 Abort Jumper 
(red) on the Abort Post and the Channel 
6 Restore Jumper (wh i te1 on the Restore , 
and Non-Abort Post (Fig. 12). 
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Channel%” Non-Abort Only Connection- 
Momentary Signal 

%l:t$ 
&White Wire 

in!3 
Abort 

kSd 
Non- 

PC& .=izie 
Figure 13 

d. if the input signal to Channel B is 
momentary, the Non-Abort Post must be 
selected. Place the Channel B Abort 
Jumper (red) on the Restore and Non- 
Abort Post. In this condition, you 
cannot get a Restore signal; therefore, 
place the Channel B Restore’ Jumper 
(white) on the Non-Restore Post 
(Fig. 13). 

Connecti&-Channel C: 
CHANNEL C, UNLIKE CHANNELS A AND B CAN ONLY BE ACTIVATED BY NORMALLY OPECJ DRY 
CONTACT CLOSURE (FIGURE 14). It should not be activated by voltages derived 
from externa I sources. 

N.O. 
contacts 

(+)Fositive Side. 
of Power Supply 

Figure 14 

A lock-in hold-up device such as the 
Ademco 268 and 269 is ideal for this 
purpose. Momentary devices may also be 
used. Since this channel is primarily 
intended for (but n 
a “HoI d-up” or “Pan 
“non-abort” channe I 

i c” Channe 
only. 

ot limited to) use as 
I, it is a 

Four Message Shutdown Option: 
The 669 contains an option which will cause it to send four messages after re- 
ceipt of “handshake” and then shut down. When this option is selected, the usual 
up-to-lo-attempts to-seek-“handshake” is not affected, but code comparisons and 
l’ki’ss-off” signals are not used. 

To obtain the four message shutdown op*ion, cut the resistor jumper (see Fig. 2, 
PC board photo). 

Unlimited Attempt Opt ion: 
The 669 contains an option which will prevent it from shutting down after making 
10 attempts to communicate with the central station. When thi’s option is selected, 
the 669 will dial the central monitoring station until successful connection is 
made. There is no limit to the number of dialing attempts which can be made to 
obtain this connection. All other functions of the 669 are unchanged. To obtain 
the Unlimited Attempt Option, cut the green jumper (see Fig. 2, PC board photo). 
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Testing The Communicator: 
It is advisable to test the operation of the 669 periodically with the central 
monitoring station so that improper conditions (.such as low battery) might. reveal 
themselves. The Ademco No. 664 Test Button (Digital Communicator Tester). should be ’ 
used. The 664 contains a normally open momentary contact switch and a solid state 
indicator lamp. Momentary closure of the switch will initiate the test function and 
cause the 669 to dial the No. 660 Receiver and send a test signal (code 9). The 
solid state indicator lamp will light whenever the 669 is operating. It will turn 

‘off when the 669 shuts off. Transmission time of the test may vary if the central 
monitorinq station is busy or if telephone problems exist. As a genera I ru le, the 

LED on the test button should turn off in 5 minutes or less. If the LED is sti II on 
after 5 minutes, the subscriber should check with the central monitoring station. (See 
Figure 15) 

Black Lead from No. 664 
a. Connect the white lead of the No. 664 f---J , 

to terminal 11 of the 669. 

b. Connect the black lead of the No. 664 
to terminal 6 of the 669. 

C. Connect the red lead of the No. 664 to terminal 12 of the 669. 

Power COnneCtiOnS: NOTE : Before connect i ng power: 

a1 Inspect PC board for any loose bits of wire or other foreign matter. 

b) Recheck to insure that all connections are accordinq to instructions. 

BlackIFlyingI Lead 
t+j i-1 From l?C. Board I. The 669 can be powered *by: 

1 I 

I 
a. Rechargeable 6 V. DC filtered 

*NOTE power supply, such as Ademco 

4.8VD.C. Cut blue jumper if Nos. 96. 97. 492. 493 or 497. 
‘or 

SVD.C? 
rechargeable 6 V IX. The blue jumper on the 669 shou Id 
supply is used. be cut .i f a rechargeable 6 V. DC 

See Text supply is used. (See Fig. 2, PC 

Red (Flying) Lead board photo. 1 

From P C. Board 1 b. Recharqeable 4.8 V. DC battery 

Figure 16 pack. (Do not cut blue jumper.) / 
\ 

C’. Dry lantern battery such as Adernco Nos. 460 or 866. (Do not 
cut blue jumper. 1 

*See CAUTION on next page. 

-3 
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d. No. 89 Energy Packs or other power supplies supplying pulsating DC 
may not be used. 

CAUT I ON : If the 669 i’s powered from the same supply that powers the control instru- 
ment, bells, sirens or other devices that pulsate may not be used. Unless the con- 
trol instrument is wired for “silent” operation, a separate power supp I y shou Id be 
used for the 669. 

2.. The black (flying) lead from the PC Board should be connected to the 
negative t-1 terminal of the power source. The red lead should be con- 
nected to the positive (+I terminal. 

3. If a rechargeable power supply is used, the plug-in transformer should 
be installed in an outlet that is always ON (24 hour outlet). 

Ground Connection: 
Tb.e 669 contains surge arrestors to help protect the dialer circuits from voltage 
surges on the telephone line. A cold water pipe ground is necessary for this pro- 
tection. A length of wire has been furnished for this purpose. Connect the, end 
with the socket to the ground post. (See Fig. 2, PC board photo.) The remaining 
end of the wire connects to a cold water pipe ground. 

Telephone Line Connections: 
NOTE : NOTE : Units manufactured before October 1977 contain an ON/OFF isolation switch Units manufactured before October 1977 contain an ON/OFF isolation switch 
which, in the OFF (DOWN) position, disconnects the Communicator for telephone which, in the OFF (DOWN) position, disconnects the Communicator for telephone 
company testinq of the phone lines. company testinq of the phone lines. (See Fig. 2) This switch is not on later (See Fig. 2) This switch is not on later 
units as quick and easy connection to and disconnection from the phone lines units as quick and easy connection to and disconnection from the phone lines 
can now be accomplished with the Ademco No. can now be accomplished with the Ademco No. 620 Direct Connect Cord which plugs 620 Direct Connect Cord which plugs 
into a telephone company supplied jack (USOC No..RJ31X). into a telephone company supplied jack (USOC No..RJ31X). 

1. Not using a coupler: If a telephone company coupler is not used. 
the telephone line, usually the red and green wires, can be connected 
directly to terminal numbers 1 and 7 of the 669. Since the 669 has 
bui It-in I ine seizure priority, it is recommended that all handsets 
be connected to terminal numbers 2 and 8 of the 669. This insures 
that the 669 will control the telephone line and that a handset off- 
hook will not prevent the completion of a call to the central monitor- 
ing station. (See Fig. 17 for connections.1 

Red ! 
I 

a 
Figure 17 Terminals in 669. 

Green _ 1 
Red [ Handset 1 1 Handset1 * * 1 

. or use No. 620 
b’irect Connect Cord 
for easy connection ,to 
and disconnection from 
telephone line. 



NOTE : If a telephone company supplied jack (USOC No. RJ31X) is being used to connect 
the 669 to the telephone line, an Ademco No. 620 Direct Connec-tCord is required. 
Make the connections as follows: 

No. 620 Cord Commun i cator 
(c0lorj (Terminal No.) 

RED 1 
GREEN 7 
BROWN 2 
GRAY 8 

2. Using a coupler: If a telephone coupler (model SUGAQ) is used to 
connect the 669 to the telephone line, a No. 616 power supply rmst 
be used to power the coupler and the 669. A No. 617 Coupler Cord 
must be.used to make proper connections from the 669 to the coupler. 
Cut the blue jumper near the coupler power post on the 669. (See 
Fig. 2, PC board photo) and make connections as follows: 

Figure 18 

Fran _... 

BLUE 

II I No: 6i6‘ Power’ Supply 

COUPLER 

*“kE 

tij ORANGE 1 
1 1 ‘:~:::k::D 

RED J 
‘ Q 

GREEN 
RED 

FEMALE c 
YELLOW g COUPLER ADAPTER WIRE DISCONNEC/T 

BROWN YLTWIST TOGETHER 
(USE WlRE NUl) 

9 
MALE POST 

(COUPLER SIGNAL1 

Orange Wire (617) Term 
Blue Wire (617) Term 
Black Flying Lead (669) Term 
Red Flying Lead (6691 Term 
Green Wire (617) Term 

To F ram ;L . -... 

nal 3 (616) Yel low 8 Brown W 
nal 4 (616) Terrrinal 1 (669) 
nal 4 (616) Terminal 6 (616) 
nal 5 (616) Terminal 1 
nals 7 (669) Terminal 2 (616 

To - 

,(I. 
\ ’ 

rest6171 Coupler Signal Post(669) 
Red Wire (617) 
Coupler Power Post (669) 
12 V. AC Terminals of 
No. 1320 Transformer 

NOTE : The two remaining spare wires may be wired in series with the protective 
circuit of this local alarm to supervise the coupler cord. If not used, tape 
the wire ends. 
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GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS: 
Current Drain: 

In standby (non-activ&edI- negligible (below 0;Ol ma) - 
During call (activated) - 0.6 Amps. 

Dimensions: 

12’I.x 12” x 3” (30.5 x 30.5 x 7.5 cm approx.) 

Power: 

6 V. DC (dry battery or rechargeable, filtered power supply) or 4.8 V. DC 
(rechargeable battery pack).. 

Activating Inputs (Triggering): 

Channel A: 6 V. DC to 12 V. DC (battery or full wave rectified) or “dry cIosurel’. 
Channel B: 6 V. DC to 12 V. DC (battery or full wave rectified) or “dry closure”. 
Channel C: “Dry Closure” only. 
Test’Channel: “Dry Closure” only. 
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